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Let p be an infinitely divisible n-variate probability having p for Poisson 
measure. We give here some sufficient conditions for p to belong to the class 1,” 
of n-variate probabilities having only infinitely divisible a-factors. These results 
are interesting since they are concerned with the case when p is a continuous 
measure. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The definitions and notations are those of the author’s monograph [2]. 
We recall the 
DEFINITION [2, p. 1991. ,If the characteristic function $ of an n-variate 
probability p has no real zeros, we say that an n-variate probability q is an 
a-factor of p if there exist some n-variate probabilities rl ,..., rm and some 
positive constants 01, j31 ,..., & such that 
4 = B” fi (Q8’. 
j=l 
We denote by 1,” the set of n-variate probabilities having only infinitely 
divisible a-factors. Clearly, 1,” is a subset of the set IrOn of n-variate proba- 
bilities having only infinitely divisible factors. We do not know at present if 
Ia” # I,“. 
We gave briefly in [2, Chap. 91 some results on the description of I,*. Using 
a result by cistjakov [l] and a new method due to Fryntov [3] in the case 
n = 1, we give here some new results on the class 1,“. These results are 
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interesting since they are concerned with infinitely divisible probabilities 
having a continuous Poisson measure. Moreover, we return to [2, Theorems 9.3.4 
and 9.3.51 since their proof seems to be too concise. 
2. AN ANALYTICAL PROPERTY OF (U-FACTORS 
Let r C R’” be a convex set containing the origin. An n-variate probability p 
belongs to J&‘~ ifs e- @**)p(dx) converges for anyy E l7 In this case, we can define 
j(t) = J” eict*“)p(dx) 
for any t E R” + iI’. 
THEOREM 1. Let T C R” be a convex set containing the origin, pj be an 
n-variate probability (j = l,..., m) and CQ be a positive constant (j = l,..., m). 
I f  the n-variate probability p belongs to J$ and if there exists some p > 0 such 
that the relation 
$(t> = fi ($sW’ 
j=l 
holdsfor any t E Rn, [( t [I < p, thmpj belongs to dr (j = I,..., m) and the relation 
(1) holds for any t E ir. Moreover, if $ does not vanish in Rn + iI’, then h does 
not vanish in Rn + iT(j = I,..., m) and the relation (1) holds for any t E II” + ir. 
Proof. In the case n = 1, this result is due to cistjakov [l]. The general 
case follows from the case n = 1 by the usual projection method (cf. [2, 
Theorem 53.11). 
From this result and from the ridge property, we can deduce the 
COROLLARY 1. With the conditions of the preceding theorem, we have 
I 6(x + iy)/&W”5 < I Bdx + ~Y)/M~Y)I G 1 
foranyxER”andyEr(j= l,..., m). Moreover, if$ has no zeros in Rn + iI’, 
we have 
0 < Re[log&iy) - log$& + +)I 
< (l/q) Re[logj(ti) - log$(x + &)I 
foranyxER”andyEr(j= l,...,m). 
From Theorem 1 we also deduce, with the same method as for ordinary 
decompositions (cf. [2, pp. 114-l 16]), 
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COROLLARY 2. With the conditions of Theorem 1, ifp is bounded in the direc- 
tion 0, then pj is bounded in the direction 0 (j = l,..., m) and 
ext,p = 2 cq ext, pi . 
i-1 
COROLLARY 3. Let the measure p be bounded in the direction 8 and let Y be a 
bounded n-variate signed measure, k = exp(-p(P)), 1 = exp(--v(P)). Ij 
q = I exp v  is an u-factor of p = k exp CL, then v  is bounded in the direction 13 and 
ext, v < sup(0, ext, t.~). 
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN SUPPORTS 
It is well known that if an n-variate probability q divides an n-variate proba- 
bility p, there exists some m E R* such that S(q) C S(p) + m. One of the 
main difficulties of the problems of ol-decompositions is the lack of such a 
simple relation between the supports of or-factors. We know only a result 
when the supports are enumerable [2, Theorem 9.1.11. Using Fyntov’s method 
[3], we prove now the 
LEMMA 1. Let Ak(0) be the half-space defined by 
Ak(e) = ix E RQ: cx, e) 2 k) if k>O, 
= {x E Rn: (x, 8) > 0) if k=O, 
and p be an n-variate probability concentrated on (0) u Ak(B) for some k 3 0 
and some 0 E R* such that ~((0)) # 0. If  
jj = fi (jjs>aj 
j=l 
(2) 
where pi is an n-variate probability and CQ is a positive constant (j = l,..., m) 
and ;fj does not vanish in R” + i.l’ (r = (X6: X 3 0}), there exists some bj E Rn 
(j = I,..., m) such that 
(a) Cz, 4+ = 0, 
(b) pj * a-,$ is concentrated on (0) U Ak(8), 
(4 I-IkNW = ~((0)). 
683/6/3-8 
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Proof. From Corollary 2, we deduce the existence of mj E R such that 
i=l 
and qj = pi * 8--mjB is concentrated on {x: (x, 0) 3 O} (J’ = l,..., m). Let 
qj = pj + aj where 
pj(B) = qj(B n eL), 
Oj(B) = qj(B rl (tPyy 
for any Bore1 set B. Since p belongs to J;4r, it follows from Theorem 1 that 
the relation 
holds for any y > 0 and t E R”. Since 
we have 
Since the a-factors of degenerate probabilities are degenerate probabilities, we 
have pj = kj6,, , kj being some positive constant and aj E Rn (j = l,..., m) and 
this implies the validity of (a) and (c) with b, = aj + mjB (j = I,..., m). If 
k = 0, the theorem is proved. 
We suppose now k > 0. If rj = pi * S-,,, (j = l,..., m), we have 
j(t + +O) = fi (ij(t + +d))llj 
j=l 
for any y > 0 and t E Rn. Since 
f+jq d p(m) + u - P(~I e--y5 
+j(iye) > yj({O}) + Yj({X: 0 < (x, 0) < C-1 eMyz, 
we have the inequality 
fi [yj({o~) + yj({x : 0 < (x, 6) G 4 ~-?I~~ 
,< Pww + u - Pw9)l e-vk. 
(j = l,..., m). (3) 
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If we let (*) = [l - ~({O})}/~({O}), wj = rj({X: 0 < (X, 0) < E})/rj({O}) (j = l,..., 1?1) 
and if we use (c), we obtain 
and therefore 
(1 + 0+e+)olj < 1 + we-“, 
Since, when y ---f fco, 
(1 + wje-uz)Oj = 1 + (api + o(1)) e+r, 
this implies q = 0 (that is, rj({x: 0 < (x, 0) < 1)) = 0) for any 1 < k. There- 
fore, we obtain the validity of (b). 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
LEMMA 2. Let A E F,” be a set contained in the half-space {x E R”: (x, 0) > O> 
for some tl E Rn, pj be an n-variate probability, a9 be a constant greater than one 
(j = I,..., m) and r = sup,~g~ cyj . I f  p = w exp p where p is a bounded measure 
on A and satisfying 
w = exp(-p(R”)) > (1 + 2+r)-l 
and if (2) is satis$ed, there exist 
satisfying the following conditions 
(a) c& oc,b, = 0; 
some b, E R” and some vj E A!, (j = 
(b) pi = wj(Sa, * exp vj), wj = exp(-vj(Rn)) (j = l,..., m); 
(c) vi is concentrated on C(p) n (N)A; 
(d) v,(B) > 0 for any Borel set B satisfying 
Proof. From Lemma 1, we deduce the existence of some b, E R” (j 
such that 
j$ 4 = 0 
(4) 
1 ,***, m> 
(5) 
1 ,.-a> m) 
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and such that pj = p, * &,, is concentrated on {x: (x, 0) > 0) and satisfies 
1,) 
f=i (qj(t”l)Y’ == P(tOl). (6) 
From (4), we deduce that 
w = p((O}) > p 
and, since aj 3 1 (j = l,..., m), we have from (6) 
Sj(lO>) > 4 
(j = I,..., m). From [2, Theorem 4.3.71, we deduce the existence of vi EJ&, 
satisfying 
qj = wj exp vi , (j = I,..., m) 
and 
wj = e({O}) = exp(-vj(Rn)) > 8 . 
It remains to show that vi satisfies conditions (c) and (d). 
Using Fryntov’s method [3], we show first that vj is concentrated on (N)A. Let 
Pj = %(% + uj>~ 
P*d = 4&l + Pd), (d E N). 
Clearly, jj uj // < 1 and pu is concentrated on (N)A. From (6) and (2), it follows 
that 
fJ (1 + %Wj = 1 + i%(t) 
where & = daj . The expansion of (1 + z)sj in Taylor series gives 
(1 + &(t))‘j = 1 + 2 aj,,(d)@&))” = 1 + ij,a(t) 
k=l 
where rj.6 is the signed measure defined by 
rj,a = gl %ktd) u:k 
and 
auA4 = 
MA - 1) *** 6% - k + 1) 
k! 
. 
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Sincea,,,(d)~OifK,<1~~8,+1 and -l<~~,,(d)<Oifk>I~~i+l, 
we have 
f I a5,k(d)l IIOj Ilk G 2 II 05 II* G Kd/(l - K) (7) 
J453jI+2 ?c=p,1+2 
where K = SUPER+ I( cj (I. Since 
II yj.d II G K g,+, 1 %,d4l II uj II’, 
- 3 
we obtain from (7) 
II Y7.d II = w-o~ (d-t +m). 
Likewise from 
II ri.d + 80 /I d F. I +,ddl II 01 II’ 
= g %kW II u,IIL + 2 f 
k=16,1+2 
I %m II 05 Ilk 
< (1 + q + (2Kd/(l - K)), 
it follows that 
II Y5.d + 6, II = OK1 + Qdl, (d-t +a) 
and 
II Tj,d II = O[(l + Qdl, V-+ +a~). 
If we define $+a by 






11 s5.d 11 < 11 $,d + SO \I 
< -vGrn 11 y$.d + SO 11 = O[(l + K)rd(+‘)], 
k#f 
It is easily shown by induction on na that 
683/w+9 
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and, therefore, from (8) and (9) 
1) SLd 11 = O[P(l + K)7d(m-2)], (d--t tm). (12) 
On the other hand, from 
ll(b * sj,J II G II yxd II Ii sjed II t II h II II cd II 
and, from (8), and (lo)-(12), we obtain 
ll(Yj.d * Si.& II = or=v + KPI, (d-t +a). (13) 
If B is a Bore1 set satisfying B n (N)A = 0, since pa is concentrated on 
(J&4, we have pd(B) = 0. From 
Pd = Yj.d + 9.d + @i.d * hi), 
it follows that 
[II yjld II + r;AB)l + [II si.a II + ~~,c@)l 
+ [ll(Yj,d * %,J II + (Yj.d * ~~.dP)I 
= 11 rj;d 11 + 11 $:d /I + Il@j.d * %,d)- 11. 
Since the three terms between square brackets in the left side of the preceding 
equality are nonnegative, we have 
- I/ rl,d I/ < “i,d(B) d 11 Sj7d /I + iikj.d * Si.d)- 11 
and this implies with (8), (12) and (13) 
Y&B) = o[Kd(l + K)Tdm], (d --+ +a>. 
From this last relation and (7), we deduce that 
IBjl+l 





Uj(B) = O[IP(l + Iqd”], (d+ t-m). 
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From (4) 
so that 
K = sup l -wi < l -a < p \- , 
lfi<m wj w 
K(l + K)7” < 1 
and, letting d -+ + 00, we obtain u,(B) = 0. In other words, a, is concentrated 
on (N)A and, from [2, Theorem 4.3.71, we deduce that vj is also concentrated 
on (N)A . 
We show now that vj is concentrated on C(p). Let h be the support function 
of C(p). If, for some 0 E R”, h(B) >, 0, we deduce from Corollary 3 that 
ext,v < h(0). (14) 
If h(0) < 0, then 
A C s = {X E R”: -(x, e) 2 -h(o)) 
and 
(j @)A c s 
k=l 
so that (14) holds also in this case. Since 
C(p) = fl lx E Rn : (x, 0) < h(e)), 
&R”‘\(O) 
from the definition of the convex support C(v) of v, we have 
C(v) c C(P) 
and v is concentrated on C(p). Finally for any Bore1 set B satisfying (5) 
and the lemma is proved. 
From this lemma, we deduce the following theorem which extends to 1,” 
[2, Theorem 7.1.41: 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an open set satisfy&g 
(15) 
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where A* is the convex hull of A and let p be a bounded measure concentrated 
on A. If p = w exp y [W = exp(-p(Rn))], then p belongs to .lEfl. 
Proof, Exactly as for [2, Theorem 7.1.41, we deduce from (15) the existence 
of some 0 E R* such that A* C (X E R*: (x, f?) > O}. Let pj be some n-variate 
probability and CQ be some positive constant (j = l,..., m) satisfying (2). If 
I EN satisfies Zmj = & > 1 (j = l,..., m) and if q = p*l = wz exp(&), we have 
4 = fi (jp, 
j=l 
If r = (A& h > 0}, since p is concentrated on A, q belongs to A$ and, from 
Theorem 1, the relation 
&t + rye) = fi (j$(t + iyfqp 
j=l 
holds for any y 3 0 and t E R”. 
Let y0 3 0 satisfy 
W’ = exp(--v(Ri”)) > (1 + 2-+9l 
where T = suplcjg,Igj and v is the measure defined by 
44 = l B exp(-(x, roe)) &W I 
for any Bore1 set B. Clearly v is concentrated on A. If 
f(t) = [4(iyoep d(t + iy,e) 
qt) = [~&yoW%(t + iYo4, 
we have 
and from [2, Theorem 5.2.21, we deduce that r = W’ exp v. 
The conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied by r and r, and we obtain the 
existence of bj E Rn and V~ E AW satisfying the following conditions 
(4 CEl /% = 0; 
(b) rj = ~i(&, * exp vj), wj = exp(-v,(R*)); 
(c) vj is concentrated on (N)A n p; 
(d) vi(B) > 0 for any Bore1 set satisfying (5). 
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Since A* and Ufs (K)A are both open sets, if (15) holds, then 
(N)AnA*=A 
and this implies that V, is nonnegative, so that rj is infinitely divisible. From 
[2, Theorem 52.31, we deduce that p, is infinitely divisible (j = l,..., m) and 
p belongs to 1,“. 
COROLLARY 4. Let p be an n-variate absolutely continuous measure so that 
A = {x e RY (dp/dh)(x) > 0} is an open set and w = exp(-p(Rn)). Then 
p = w exp TV belongs to I,” if and only if A satisfies (15). 
The sufficiency follows from the preceding theorem while we deduce the 
necessity from a result by Mase [5]. In the case n = 1, we can suppress the 
assumption that A is an open set (cf. Mase [4]): \ 
COROLLARY 5. Let TV be a univariate absolutely continuous measure and 
o = exp(-p(R)). Then p = w exp t.~ belongs to I,l if and only if there exists 
some a > 0 such that the set A = {x E R: (dp/dX)(x) > O> is contained in [u, 2u] 
or [-2a, -a]. 
THEOREM 3. Let A E F,” be an independent set contained in a half space 
(x E R”: (x, f3) > 01 f or some 0 E Rn. If p = w exp p where TV is a bounded measure 
concentrated on A and cu = exp(-p(P)), then p belongs to I,“. 
Proof, Let pj be an n-variate probability and CX? be a positive constant 
(j = I,..., m) satisfying (2). If 1~ N is such that laj = & > 1 (j = I,..., m), 
we can find y0 >, 0 such that 
OJ’ = exp(--v(Rn)) > (1 + 2-9-r 
where 7 = supr~~~/3, and v is the measure defined by 
v(B) = l S, exp(-(x, 9@>) PW 
for any Bore1 set B. If 
d(t) = [$z(iyOO)]-lfz(t + iyoe), 
w) = ~k(iYow~hj(t + MG 
we have 
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and p = w’ exp V. From Lemma 2, we deduce the existence of some bj E Rn 
and some V~ E A?‘~ satisfying the following conditions: 
(4 Cc, /Vi = 0; 
(b) ~j = qi * a-b1 = wi exp vi , wj = exp(-vv,(R”)); 
(c) vj is concentrated on (N)A (j = I,..., m). 
This implies 
1)1 
Let A’ E F,1 be an independent set contained in [1,2[ and equipotent to 
A, #I be a bimeasurable bijection of A on A’ and @ be the isomorphism from 
the algebra A(( on the algebra &((N)A’) induced by 4 (cf. [2, pp. 160- 
1621). Since @ is continuous for the weak convergence, we have 
Q(q) = QJ’ exp(@(v)>, @(rj) = wj exp(@(vi)) 
and 
so that 
f BPtvi> = @tv), 
i=l 
j=l 
From the preceding theorem, 0(q) belongs to 1,l and consequently @(ri) is 
an infinitely divisible probability (j = l,..., m). From the properties of CD, 
the same holds for rj and, from,[2, Theorem 52.31, we deduce thatpj is infinitely 
divisible. Therefore p belongs to I,“. 
With the same proof, we can obtain the following extension of Theorem 3 
(for the definition, cf. [2, p. 1641): 
THEOREM 4. Let A E F,” be a set contained in a ha2f space {x E R*: (x, 0) > 0) 
for some 6 E R” and the projection of which on a subspace of Rn is a generalized 
independent set of type 2. If  p = w exp p where p is a bounded measure con- 
centrated on A and w = exp(-p(Rn)), then p belongs to I,“. 
For ordinary decompositions, similar theorems hold without the assumption 
that A is contained in a half space (cf. [2, Theorems 7.4.2 and 7.4.31). For 
or-decompositions, we do not know if this assumption can be removed except 
when A is enumerable (cf. Theorem 6 below). 
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We show now the following lemma (for definitions of Linnik sets and issue, 
cf. [2, pp. 122, 1391): 
LEMMA 3. Let A = A, + --. + A, where A, = {h5,kei)~so, {h5&&, being a 
Linnik set of nonnegative numbers (&o = 0) and (e, ,..., e,} being the canonical 
.basis of R” and let B = I-IT=, [O, a& 0 < ai < hpSl . In the conditions of 
Lemma 2, if p is concentrated on A u B and satisfies 
p((x E Rn: Ij x 11 > u>) = O(exp(-KG)) (u---t $03) 
for some K > 0, then vi is concentrated on A u B and if x E A has an issne with 
respect to p, then 
0 d WdM) G ELW), (j = I,..., m). 
Proof. Once the representation pi = wi(Sb, * exp vj) obtained, the proof 
given for ordinary decompositions ([2, pp. 152-1561) uses only rige property. 
Therefore the result holds also for ol-decompositions. 
From Lemma 3, we deduce the following extension of [2, Theorem 7.1.71 
(the proof is the same and can be omitted): 
THEOREM 5. Let A = A, + --. + A, where A, = (Xj.ke&, , (h&J& being 
a Linnik set of nonnegative numbers (hj,, = 0) and (eI ,.. ., e%} being the canonicu2 
basis of P. Let A = nyz, [0, aj] n {x = (x1 ,..., x,) E Rfl: C,“=, aixi > &I, 
0 < a5 < x5,, (j = l,..., n). If the bounded n-variate measure p satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(a) CL is concentrated on A u A; 
(b) any point of A has an issue with respect to p; 
(c) for some K > 0, 
p({x E Rn: I( x I( > 14)) = O(exp(-Ku”)) (u -+ + co), 
then p = w exp P[W = exp(-p(R”))] belongs to I,*. 
In the case n = 1, this theorem gives the following result stated by Fryntov 
131: 
COROLLARY 6. Let a > 0 and A = {h,}~~‘_, where XI > 2a and X,+,/A, is an 
integer greater than one. If p is a bounded univariate measure concentrated on 
[c7,2u]~AandifforsomeK>O 
p((x E R: x > u}) = O(exp(-KuZ)), (u + +a), 
then p = w exp ~[w = exp(-p(R))] belongs to I,‘. 
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5. CASE OF ENUMERABLE SETS 
We say that an enumerable set B has for basis A = (uj> if A is an independent 
set and if any point x E B can be written as 
X = C XjQj , xi E Q, 
the xj being null except for a finite number. 
LEMMA 4. Let B be an enumerable set with basis A = {aI} and p be a bounded 
measure concentrated on B and sati&ing fm some K > 0 the estimation 
when Cj ( x, I-+ + m. If p = w exp ~[w = exp(-p(P))], p, is ati n-wurzkte 
probalrility and IX~ is a positive constant (j = 1 ,..., m) satdsfring (2), there exist 
sotne bj E Rn and some vs E A,, satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) Czr ajbj = 0; 
(b) Pf = wj(%, * exp vj), wj = exp(--G@)); 
(c) v5 is concentrated on (Z)B (j = l,..., m). 
Proof. Since p is concentrated on (Z)B, it follows from [2, Theorem 9.1.11 
the existence of some bj E R* such that q3 = p, * ?Xbj is concentrated on (Z)B. 
If r and rj are the symmetrized of p and pj , respectively 
r^(t) = lB(W, w> = I kW> 
r and rj are concentrated on (Z)B. Since 
inf +j(t) > 0, 
tcR” 
from [2, Theorem 7.3.21, we deduce that 
r = u?expp, r5 = wj’ exp pi 
where p and p* are concentrated on (Z)B and satisfy 
gl 9Pj = P = p + P- 
Let A’ C [l, 2[ be an independent set equipotent to A, + be a bijection of A 
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on A’ and @ be the isomorphism of A(( on A((Q induced by +. Then 
Q(Y) = wa exp(@(p>>, Wd = oil exPPh>). 
Since 
we have 
From the assumptions, G) is an analytic function without zeros in Rn + iI’ 
where r = {y E R”: 11 y (1 < d) f or some d > 0 and the same holds for @% 
(j = l,.,., m). From [2, Theorem 7.3.31, s e- (VA 1 @(p,)) (dx) converges for 
any y E R”, 1) y 11 < d. Since 
it follows from [2, Theorem 8.1.11 the existence of a signed measure vi’ con- 
centrated on +((Z)B) such that 
@(q5) = 9 exp ~5’ 
where CO, = exp(-vj’(R”)). If we let vj = 9l(vg’), then 
!7j = 9 exp 9 
and (b) and (c) are.satisfied. From the uniqueness of De Finetti representation, 
we deduce that (a) is also satisfied. 
From this Lemma, we deduce the 
THEOREM 6. Let A be an enumerable independent set. If p = w exp p where 
p is a bounded measure concentrated on A and w = exp(-p(P)), then p belongs 
to I,“. 
Proof. Let p, be an n-variate probability and ~1~ be a positive constant 
(j = I,..., m) satisfying (2). From the preceding lemma, we deduce the existence 
of some bj E R” and vi E A?, such that 4, = p5 * 8, = wj exp vj where v, is 
concentrated on (Z)A, wJ = exp(-v#?)) and ’ 
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Let A’ C [l, 2[ be an independent set equipotent to A, 4 a bijection of A 
on A’, and @ be the isomorphism of JZ((Z)A) on JX((Z)A’) induced by+. From 
we deduce that @(Q~) is an a-factor of a(p). Since, from Theorem 2, @p(p) 
belongs to Iul, @(pi) is infinitely divisible. Therefore qi is also infinitely divisible 
and p belongs to I,“. 
Likewise, we have the following extensions of [2, Theorems 8.3.1 and 8.3.21 
(the proof is the same and can be omitted): 
THEOREM 7. Let A be a Linnik set constructed on an enumerable independent 
set A = {a,}. I f  TV is a bounded measure concentrated on A such that each point 
of A has an issue with respect to ,U and if for some K > 0 
then p = w exp ~[w = exp( -p(R”))] beZongs to 1,s. 
THEOREM 8. Let A = {aj) be an enumerable independent set and A C (Z)A 
be a Linnik set constructed on A. If  ~1 is a bounded measure concentrated on A 
such that each point of A has an issue with respect to p and such that 
for x = Cz, xiai E A, 11 x /I --t +a, then p = w exp P[W = exp(-#Z”))] 
belongs to I,“. 
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